
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When did the media and politicians know AZ/Janssen and other shots were dangerous?  
Danielle Smith was a Media Personality in 2020-2022 and Premier of Alberta from 2022-2024. 
In October of 2023 Premier Danielle Smith and her “Political Allies” pushed the UNTESTED XBB shots on 
Albertans 6 months old and up in the most aggressive and dangerous way. As soon as 4 weeks – 3 months 
after previous shots or infections. At the same time as the Flu Shot (against NACI and PHAC 
recommendations). I had a meeting scheduled to stop that rollout which was then cancelled to protect 
Danielle’s “Political Allies” and their connections to COVID crimes that started in 2020. 
In April of 2024, Premier Danielle Smith and her “Political Allies” started the push for the XBB Booster shot to 
6 months old and up. Some are now on their 4th XBB shot in 6 months. 
 
 
From: Danielle Smith <danielle@daniellesmith.ca>  
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 9:30 PM 
To: David Dickson <david.dickson@dksdata.com> 
Subject: Re: Video from yesterday 
Totally agree. I’m convinced I had it last March when it was impossible to get a test. There will be a reckoning after 
this. No wonder the pharma companies were shielded from liability.   
D 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 26, 2021, at 7:08 PM, David Dickson <david.dickson@dksdata.com> wrote: 
Thanks (just a tiny piece of what I have been gathering for over a year now). 
When people say the 2021 numbers include other vaccines… this shuts them up. This is the data just for COVID vaccines 
which covers a little bit of the end of 2020. 
 
VAERS (USA) 
https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19 
 
As of April 16th. 3,186 reported deaths out of 86,080 adverse reactions reported for JUST COVID Vaccines. 
This is up from data just looking at 2021 in the initial table I sent. 
In the UK. 
Although it is reported that 33 million people in the UK have been vaccinated (by April 26th, 2021), only 12 
million have had the second dose. The second dose in trials caused the most severe reactions.  
  
Again, adverse side effects in the UK (like the VAERS system in the US) are heavily underreported.  
  
However, compared to all vaccinations in prior years, the COVID vaccines are seeing almost unbelievable 
reports of short term death and adverse reactions. From the Oxford Vaccine Group in the UK in 2019.  
https://vk.ovg.ox.ac.uk/vk/vaccine-side-effects  
“In the UK between 1997 and 2003 there were a total of 130 reports of anaphylaxis following ALL immunisations. 
Around 117 million doses of vaccines were given in the UK during this period. This means that the overall rate of 
anaphylaxis is around 1 in 900,000.”  
  
That being said, in the UK the numbers are worse for reactions in particular. 

Date Reported AZ Janssen Moderna Novavax Pfizer
2023-06-26 315,221 13,127    2,088,205  3,129      7,646,261        
2023-06-19 315,210 13,128    2,088,122  3,126      7,643,013        
2023-06-12 315,207 13,125    2,088,035  3,122      7,639,138        
2023-06-05 315,173 8,790      2,082,867  3,109      7,621,072        
2023-05-15 315,125  8,781      2,082,428  3,107      7,607,934        
2022-10-10 313,801  8,407      1,872,365  2,582      7,043,428        

Change 1,420      4,720      215,840     547         602,833           
https://www.alberta.ca/stats/covid-19-alberta-statistics.htm#vaccinations

Pre XBB data
Alberta COVID Vaccinations by manufacturer since October 10th, 2022 AZ Janssen Moderna Novavax Pfizer XBB Total

1,420         4,720         215,840     547             602,833     787,767     1,613,127    

April 2021

October 2021

1,613,127 COVID doses given in Alberta October 10th, 2022 - April 20th, 2024

"Johnson & Johnson, the  one I took, is not recommended for women under the age of 50 because of a 
higher incidence of blood clots. "

"I'll reprint the best advice here, because it is the simplest way to get the shot in the meantime "

"There will be a reckoning after this. No wonder the pharma companies were shielded from liability"

Danielle Smith - Premier of Alberta since October 2022

November 2021



Pfizer As of April 16th (data up to the 14th).  
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/97700
5/COVID-19_mRNA_Pfizer-_BioNTech_Vaccine_Analysis_Print.pdf  
334 reported deaths out of 143,034 adverse reactions reported. AstraZeneca  
 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/97700
6/COVID-19_vaccine_AstraZeneca_analysis_print.pdf  
627 reported deaths out of 548,495 adverse reactions reported. ‘Other’ Covid Vaccine  
 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/97700
7/COVID-19_vaccine_brand_unspecified_analysis_print.pdf    
12 reported deaths out of 1,611 adverse reactions reported.  
  

 
  
Then again, Kenney said today (attached) that 10% of Albertans had immunity because they already had COVID. Yet we 
have only had 181,806 cases (4% of Albertans) have had it… most have been asymptomatic and never knew they had it 
(like my brother in law in Texas who just discovered he had antibodies after giving blood. He hasn’t been sick since 
December 2019 around the time most people got sick.. but were not dying). 
  
Based on this, why are we not doing widespread antibody testing instead of wasting all those useless and dangerous 
vaccines and useless PCR and lateral flow tests? 
  
Up to now a lot more people caught it after full vaccination than anyone who was recorded of potentially getting after 
natural immunity. 
David 
 _______________________________________________________________  
From: Danielle Smith <danielle@daniellesmith.ca>  
Sent: April 26, 2021 6:58 PM 
To: David Dickson <david.dickson@dksdata.com> 
Subject: Re: Video from yesterday 
  
Those stats are telling. Keep the updates coming. D 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Apr 24, 2021, at 10:11 AM, David Dickson <david.dickson@dksdata.com> wrote: 
Thanks [REDACTED – Medicine Hat MLA assistant] , 
  
As we continue to push these experimental vaccines, maybe a question can be raised in caucus. I am using the US data 
but the UK and France mimic this pattern as do many other countries reporting. Maybe a story for Danielle to bring on 
Deena Hinshaw or Tyler Shandro (or Verna Yiu) to answer. 
… 


